What is GeoLiteracy?

GeoLiteracy is a nationally recognized grades K-8 program of 85+ lessons based on the Arizona state standards for geography, reading and writing. Created by Arizona teachers, these lessons provide teacher instructions, student handouts, answer keys, maps, student samples, graphics and photos, and assessments that mirror state-mandated testing. It is a complete package of lessons to aid you in keeping social studies in the classroom while working on raising the reading and writing scores of your students. Preliminary findings on a national research project shows that GeoLiteracy lessons increase reading comprehension.

Please make your check or purchase order payable to the Arizona Geographic Alliance and send it, along with a completed registration slip for each person attending to the address below. Your check will be returned to you at the end of the day’s program. Recertification hours and a GeoLiteracy CD for individual use will also be given.

Why should you come to the GeoLiteracy Workshop

• Recertification hours (6.5)
• Hands-on demonstrations of lessons that will help you meet and beat those state mandated reading and writing tests
• New lessons that will save you time preparing your day and still help you teach to the Standards
• Participants will receive their own copy of the Alliance GeoLiteracy CD
• Free – Your $30 deposit check will be returned at the end of the workshop

Where and When:

Arizona State University  Wednesday, June 15, 2005
Memorial Union, Pima Room (218)  8:00 am to 3:30 pm
Tempe

Deadline to Register:  Deadline to Cancel (and receive a refund):
Tuesday, June  7  5 pm, Friday, June 3

Late registrations accepted IF there is room in the workshops.

To reserve your seat at this workshop complete and return the registration form on the back of this sheet and your deposit check immediately!

Space in this workshop will be limited, as our goal is to widely serve Arizona teachers throughout the state (a limit of 2 persons per school may be applied). This workshop is designed for educators who are currently teaching. Pre-service and retired teachers will be accepted if there is room.
To Register: Make checks out to: Arizona Geographic Alliance
Complete the form below and mail it and your check or purchase order to Arizona Geographic Alliance, P O Box 870104, Tempe, AZ 85287-0104. 480-965-5361, fax 480-965-8313

Cost: $30.00 deposit, refundable at close of workshop to attendees.
We may accept late registrations. Cancellations prior to dates indicated on front will be refunded. Substitutions are always welcome.

I WISH TO ATTEND GEOLITERACY AT ASU TEMPE, JUNE 15, 2005
GEOLITERACY 2005 Workshop
REGISTRATION FORM

Check # __________ OR PO # ______________ ENCLOSED

NAME ____________________________________________ EMAIL (MANDATORY FOR CONFIRMATION)

HOME STREET ADDRESS ___________________________ CITY _______ AZ ___________ ZIP __________

SCHOOL NAME ____________________________________ DISTRICT

SCHOOL STREET ADDRESS __________________________ PHONE NUMBER (INCLUDING AREA CODE)

CITY ___________________________________________ AZ ___________ GRADES ____________________

Your check will be returned to you at the end of the workshop. If you do not attend, and do not cancel within the deadline specified, your check will be cashed.